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How Did We Miss Her?

Woman walking through flood waters on President Street in Savannah, Georgia as Hurricane 

Matthew bears down on the region.



Purpose – Identify challenges and effective 
solutions for individuals suffering from 
homelessness during times of disaster.





Whose Community Does This Represent? 



The Answer?

Yours Mine



Four Main Principles

 Utilize a “Whole Community” Approach to 

planning and emergency preparedness for 

individuals suffering from homelessness

 Outreach: How do we ensure that the 

message is being received?

 Evacuation and Sheltering (COVID 

Considerations)

 Home: Where do we go from here? 

When not sure who to call or where the 

responsibility fell ……. Unanimous 

answer….. Emergency Management.







“It is the duty of the government

to keep all Americans safe in

times of emergency, especially

those in our society who are not

always able to help themselves.

But in the days and weeks since

Hurricane Katrina devastated the

Gulf Coast, it has become

overwhelmingly clear that this

was not the case. The

government did not adequately

prepare to evacuate those who

could not afford a car, did not

adequately prepare to evacuate

the elderly, and did not

adequately prepare to evacuate

those who were too sick to leave

their beds. We may not be able

to control the wrath of Mother

Nature, but we can control how

we prepare for natural disasters”

President Obama Following Hurricane Katrina







"Faith communities play an integral role during times of crisis. They help
build resilience by knowing and supporting their neighbors before
disaster strikes and walk alongside them once other groups have left the
disaster zone. Faith communities have a network like no other
organization I've ever come across bringing people from all walks of life
together. By investing in our faith communities and their capacity, we
can help strengthen resilience."





Evacuees outside the Super Dome in New Orleans, Louisiana following 

the impacts of Hurricane Katrina in 2005 (Photo credit CNN.COM)





COVID – 19 Case Study

Service Providers 

Food, Shower, Laundry Food, Shower, Rest

SHUT DOWN OR REDUCED 

CAPACITIES



COVID – 19 Case Study

Unsheltered Population 



COVID – 19 Case Study

Unsheltered Population 



It’s All About Partnerships



It’s All About Partnerships

• Implemented Daily AM and PM Conference Calls with 

Stakeholders to maintain Situational Awareness:

• Ability to Continue Services

• Available Capacities in Shelters

• Reports of Sickness in Camps

• Availability of PPE Supplies

• Immediate Needs

• CSAH Homeless Outreach Workers designated “Camp 

Presidents” who they communicated with daily

• Activated the CCDFN:

Maintain Essential Daily Living Functions –

• Food Ministries

• Basic Hygiene Provisions 

• Sheltering

• Incorporated Volunteer Management Strategy using an online 

platform that allowed ability to advertise needs and volunteers 

to register / schedule 



It’s All About Partnerships

Feeding Support 



It’s All About Partnerships

Sheltering Support 



It’s All About Partnerships

Hygiene Support 




